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In This Issue:
Komatsu .& Tricorn,
. Again!
Why Buy IBM?

Page-o-fun!

Komatsu Dresser & T.ricom, Inc.
Back to BSM!
Since past newsletters, Komatsu
Dresser and Tricorn, Inc., have
upgraded their machines, once
again; with BSM memory.

BSM Corporation sincerely thanks
Komatsu and Tricorn for their
continued interest in BSM memory

Komatsu had originally iIlstalled
128 megs of expanded BSM. They
now also have 128 megs of main
BSM storage.

Come and see us at Enterprise
Expo! Located at the Merchandise
Mart ExpoCenter, in Chicago. The
show dates are July 14-16, 1992.
We have a limited supply of free
admission tickets. Please call
our toll-free number and ask for
Mark Hulseberg. Call soon, the '
tickets are going fast!

Tricorn originally had 128 megs
of main and 256 megs of expanded
BSM memory. They now have doubled
the first upgrade.

product~!

BSM Cory.
632 Pratt Ave. N.

S,,-7-<fumburg, IL
13

BOO/899-4BSM
708/980-6800
708/980-6834

From left to right: Chris Marier, Data Center Manager, Komatsu
Memory Man, Super Hero, SSM Corporation
John Obrist, Manager of Computer Operations, Komatsu

Surreal
In ·1931 artist Salvador Dali created
perhaps one of the most familiar
scenes in the art movement known as
"Surrealism". This painting is
titled: liThe Persistence of Memoryll
and it is currently on display at
the Museum of Modem Art in New
York. Dali's famous limp watches are
said to be inspired by him eating
Camembert cheese! There are several
different interpretations on what
all these symbols are supposed to
represent.
. When you look upon a Surrealist
piece you must ask yourself, what

does it all mean? ft could be very
simple. It could be totally
complex. It cOlird have no meaning
at all. One thing is for certain,
the Surrealist Movement made quite
an impact on reality.
These questions have inspired us to
create our own version of the Dali
classic appropriately titled: liThe
Persecution of Memory", prompting
the questiOI~; Is it Real or What's
the Deal?

For"real
Why buy expensive IBM memory?
When doing so, you must ask
yourself, are you buying the
real storage? Or, are you
going to find out that you
just purchased reconfigured
memory? In othelWords,
sur-real or for-real?
Reconfigured memory is made
by moving memory modules,
from one IBM card to another.
All sorts of different
configurations can be
produced. The one thing that
customers don't know, is how
many times all the chips have
been moved. Clients receive
used and abused paris.

When investing in BSM"memory
products, you are assuredly
getting new memory. Our
products are totally plug
compatible to IBM. BSM is the
logical alternative memory
solution.
So, why buy IBM memory, when
you can be worry-free with BSM.
BSM, The Memory People.
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In this puzzle, the box upon which you stop determinef
th~ direction of your next move. From any given positf-.,/
you may advance any number of squares in a. straight
horizontal or vertical line in the direction of the arrow.
The object is to make your way out ofthe finish square.
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You can be a winner! Be the first person to send back
this month's puzzle correctly, and win a 3' x 5'
American flag! Fax the answers to: 708/980-6834.
Good Luck!
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IN OUR LAST EPISODE , MEMOR'I MAN
HAD CORNERED HIS ENEM'I WHEN
SUDOENL'I STAT-O-MAN STRIKES
BACK WITH HIS EVIL STATIC
LOCK'

BSM CORPORATION
632 Pratt A v enue North
Schaumburg, IL 60193 U .S .A.

